
Welcome to Listee. Happy to have you here. Listee aims to make the world a more pleasant and

conscious place by supporting people to easily spread meaningful content and places.

Our service is free, and if you decide to use it, there are some terms & conditions you must oblige to.

We want to keep things as simple as possible, so we try to skip the legal talk and get straight to it.

Data

collection

If you want to use our application we need to save some (personal) data,

otherwise you can’t have a profile and won’t be able to use the application in a

proper way. To create a profile, you need an email address and a profile name.

The rest is up to you. Information such as a profile photo, bio text and website are

optional. Go to ‘personal settings’ to delete or adjust this info.

We track website behavior with 3rd party cookies (Google Analytics). You can

either accept or reject those via the cookie bar.

We save your personal data as long as you use the application. If you want to

delete your account mail us: info@listee.app

Data storage We don’t collect and store data for advertisement purposes and we don’t share

your data with third parties (only if the law obliges us to) or commercialize it in

any other way. To safeguard your data we use a third party server provider.

Public /

private

Your profile is public by default: other people can see what content you shared

and the personal notes you added. If you don’t want that, you can decide to

make your profile private and/or don’t post recommendations.

Content Listee is not responsible for the content you share. You are and remain

responsible for everything you upload and share. As a user you can add content,

videos or links to external websites to a list and share it with others. With Listee

we want to spread meaningful content and it is not allowed to spread harmful or

abusive content in any way. If you do so, we can delete and ban your account and

content. So be mindful of what you share!

Rights third

parties

In line with the above, be mindful of what you share and do this with respect to

other people(s) and companies(s) rights, such as intellectual property rights. You

are responsible to investigate what you can and can’t share in this regard. Listee

is not responsible in case of violation of intellectual property rights.

Our platform We can’t guarantee there won’t be any errors or bugs within our application. If

you find one, or you have tips or suggestions, please send an e-mail to

info@listee.app.

Thanks! Enjoy the application and spread great content around the world.


